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Mens mountain bike helmet mips

While your skull is usually enough to protect your sensitive brain from injury, there are some sporting activities where a mishap can easily lead to a potentially life-threatening head injury. Mountain biking, with its adrenaline-pumping swerves, jumps, scars and speeds, is definitely one such sport. While you should wear a helmet even to
cycle down a paved bike path, if you resort to rugged tracks to get your two-wheeled thrill, you need to wear a head protector that goes beyond the protection offered by a regular bike helmet: you need a mountain bike helmet. Since there are many options when it comes to buying a helmet, we have simplified things by combing through
the information for you and presenting it in this guide. We've included the most important factors to consider before pulling out your wallet, as well as some of our favorites. Before heading off the road on your mountain bike, read on. And then take the necessary measures to protect the head with the right mountain bike helmet. Important
considerationsHelmets 101For the most basic level, a mountain bike helmet shares many characteristics with helmets made for other noggin-endangering sports, such as horseback riding, skateboarding, roadbike, or rock climbing. All sports helmets consist of a hard plastic shell, typically ventilated to allow airflow, and a dampened inner
layer of expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam, the same material used to make foam coolers. Lightweight EPS foam works very well to partially absorb and partially distribute the force created under any type of influence, force that would otherwise channel directly to the head and potentially cause damage as the soft tissue of the brain slams
against the hard bone in the skull. In cheaper mountain bike helmets, the plastic shell and EPS liner are simply glued together. In higher helmets, the shell and liner are molded together, creating a more protective helmet that also makes it easier to see any helmet damage after an accident. TypeThere are three basic types of mountain
bike helmet, and each offers a different level of protection. Your choice comes down to the type of terrain you generally ride on. Cross-country skiing: These helmets, often called XC helmets, are similar to regular road cycling helmets, but they are a little thicker around, especially in the back. XC helmets cover the forehead, top, and back
of the head, and the sides down to the top of the ears. These helmets are a good choice if you like to ride on rather tame trails, with nothing too technical, fast or downhill. Enduro: These mountain bike races take place on rugged or technical tracks. The competitors are timed on downhill parts of the race, but not on uphill climbs. Enduro
riding is generally fast, steep, and aggressive, so helmets specially designed for this type of mountain bike provide even more protection to the entire skull, especially on the back of the head. Enduro helmets cover the same parts of the like XC helmets. Full-face: These helmets offer most protection of any cycling helmet. They have a
lower face guard, making them look a lot like a football or traditional motorcycle helmet. They also generally come further up the front of the head than xc or enduro helmets for the most part protection possible. Mountain bikers who tackle the steepest downhills usually wear full-face helmets, but many enduro riders prefer them too. Did
you know that? Wearing a liner under your helmet absorbs sweat, prevents rubbing, and increases your comfort. StaffBestReviewsMountain bike helmets generally weigh a little more than road bike helmets, but they are still light enough for comfortable wear. The lightest weighs less than a pound, the heaviest can be half a pound, and
most fall somewhere in between. Expect to pay more for a very light helmet. VentilationA plastic helmet filled with foam is undeniably warm, and a head drenched in sweat is not a comfortable way to ride. Like road bike helmets, mountain bike helmets have airflow vents, allowing cooling winds to reach your head and dry sweat. Valves
also lighten the overall weight of the helmet. XC helmets usually have the most ventilation, while enduro and full-face helmets have the least, but you'll find a lot of variation between brands. If you tend to overheat easily, it pays to shop around for a helmet that offers the most ventilation.ComfortYou don't want your trip to be ruined by a
helmet that squeezes, squeezes or slides, so a comfortable fit is crucial. Fortunately, most quality mountain bike helmets have an adjuster in the back that allows the rider to slightly tighten or loosen the helmet's fit. And while all helmets are padded, the best helmets have a little extra plush over the foam to prevent skin irritation or rubbing.
Some also have removable, washable pillows to absorb sweat. SizeMany brands of mountain bike helmet are available in just one size, but they allow the wearer to slightly adjust the fit to its own head. But there are also brands that offer small, medium, large and even extra-large helmets, based on the circumference of the head
measured an inch or so above the eyebrows. While the exact measurements vary from brand to mark, typical measurements include the following:Small: 20 to 22 inchesMedium: 22 to 23.25 inchesLarge: 23.25 to 24.75 inchesExtra-large: 24.75 inches and moreGenerutmed with most mountain bike helmets being unisex, there are some
marketed specifically to women. Along with a wider range of colors, these helmets often come in smaller sizes and weigh a little less than unisex helmets. Many have an opening for a ponytail, which is a nice feature if you have long hair. Safety Although each bike helmet helps protect your head, many mountain bike helmets go further by
including a Multi-directional Impact Protection System (MIPS). Basically, MIPS means that there is a low friction layer between the helmet's hard shell and internal foam. Under impact, the outer outer very easily shifts to reduce the force transmitted to the skull and brain. Other featuresThere are a variety of extra features offered on
mountain bike helmets. The following are the most common. Visor: Many helmets have a visor to block rain or sun glare while offering a little more protection to your upper head. Some visors are firmly in place, but most allow you to push the visor up and out of the way when desired. Camera mount: Many mountain bikers want to capture
the thrill of their rides with an action camera. Some helmets have an attached mount to firmly hold the camera in place even during the most rugged ride. Goggle compatibility: Many riders like to wear goggles to protect their eyes from dust, rocks and twigs. Some helmets make this easier by including straps on the back of the helmet to
keep the goggles firmly in place while riding. All mountain bike helmets are required to meet consumer safety standards set by the American Society for Testing and Materials, the U.S. Product Safety Commission, or the Snell Foundation.StaffBestReviewsÄvar a good mountain bike helmet is not cheap, it is a bargain compared to the cost
of a head injury. Cheap: Under $100, you'll find mostly helmets suitable for XC riding, not extreme tracks. These helmets usually have no visor or a fixed visor, and they can be heavier than more expensive options. Midrange: Between $100 and $200 is the sweet spot for most riders. At this price you will find a wide range of options for all
types of mountain biking, including extra features such as an adjustable visor and camera mount. Expensive: Over $200, you'll find helmets with cutting-edge technology that fit the most extreme terrain and fully equipped with a nice selection of extra features. Did you know that? Your helmet lasts longer if you store it in a cool, dry place
away from excessive heat and moisture. StaffBestReviewsHere's how to find the best fit for your helmet. Inner lining: This should cover the entire top, back and sides of your skull. Front: This should sit just above your eyebrows without blocking your vision. Strap: When the strap is tightened, it should not move more than an inch in any
direction. The band should form a V around the ears but not rub against them. When adjusted, the tape should be snug, not painfully tight. The tape should not rub against the skin, itch or cause irritation. Tilt: A properly adjusted helmet sits straight on the head without back or forward tilt. Tightness: The helmet should feel snug, but it
should not hurt or give you headaches. To check the tightness, open your mouth. You should feel the inner foam press against the top of your head. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS. How long does a mountain bike helmet?A. There is no definitive answer to that question. It depends on how often you ride, how much you sweat, the
weather conditions during your rides and what kind of terrain you cover. As a general rule, a mountain bike helmet everything from a few to several years before the foam begins to break Q. Do I really need to buy a new helmet if I have an accident?A. Yes, absolutely. Helmets are designed to absorb the effects of a significant crash, so if
you hit your head during a wipeout, it's time for a new helmet. Even if the helmet looks okay, there may be damage or fine cracks that are not clearly visible but reduce the helmet's protective capacity.Q. Do I legally wear a helmet to ride a bike?A. The majority of states require riders younger than 18 to wear helmets when riding any type of
bike, and many require adults to wear a helmet while riding a bike. But even if your state doesn't require a helmet, wearing one is a good idea that can only save your life. Life.
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